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1 This image shows a particular attraction of the CT 150: The stained glass 

superstructure shows the wooden top underneath, which is available in 

alder and solid oak to match CARVA. In its square shape, the coffee table 

is 80.0 cm x 80.0 cm. 

2 The optional drawer fi ts into the larger compartment created by the glass 

top and features a wooden bottom. The leather top cover is available in 

white or grey-brown. 

3 The rectangular version of the CT 150 coffee table offers more storage 

space: The glass and wooden tops are 110.0 x 80.0 cm each. The coffee 

table is 35.0 cm high including the 22.0 cm high superstructure, with the 

compartments underneath the glass top offering practical storage. 

4 If you choose CARVA with leather-covered hinged doors, the CT 150 

coffee table with drawer will be the perfect choice. The top of the drawer 

is covered in genuine Nappa leather and therefore perfectly matches this 

CARVA design feature.

Version: solid natural oak, 

stained glass

Version: solid natural oak, 

stained glass, grey-brown leather
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Version: solid alder, stained glass
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The combination of the two levels in many finishes gives 

the CT 160 its distinctive style. The lower top is available in 

five lacquered and wooden finishes. One of three available 

plinth versions brings it to the required height. The upper 

top is available in three different beautiful types of glass.

Convincingly simplistic.

Version: grey lacquer, clear glass

1 Two grey lacquered squares supported by a low plinth with a clear glass top provide an interesting alternative to a rectangular 

coffee table.

2 The large white lacquered rectangle looks like an exhibit of Optical Art. The Optiwhite clear glass top is a perfect addition. 

8.0 cm high castors allow the coffee table to be easily moved.

3 Stained glass tops add an elegant touch to the two sand lacquered squares, providing greater impact for the upper level. 

The lower level appears to be fl oating on the 10.3 cm high plinth.

N E WN E W

A coffee table invites you to sit around it and make yourself 

comfortable. The CT 150 meets all of the requirements: 

an attractive design that grabs the attention, a successful 

combination of precious materials and striking craftsmanship. 

Available in a wide choice of finishes, it perfectly adapts to 

your hülsta living room.

A design with exceptional appeal.

Living rooms
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CT 130CT 140
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11 1 The CT 130 is supported by a cross-shaped frame, 

which – like the lower table top – is always supplied 

in lacquer. The upper table top is available in several 

fi nishes. The central wooden feature comes in 

structured beech or core walnut.

1 The special trick in the CT 140 is the storage compartment under the movable tabletop. 

It is fully lined with genuine leather inside and can even be lit if required. That is not only 

a surprising aesthetic effect but also very practical if you’re looking for something in the 

compartment in the dark. The light is battery powered to avoid unsightly cables. The 

light switches itself on and off automatically. 

2-5 The CT 140 is adjustable to any height between 46 cm and 61 cm thanks to the manual 

trigger switch fi tted invisibly under the top shelf. It allows an easy transformation into the 

required functional unit: an ancillary table or a desktop or even a butler for a long evening 

spent in front of the TV.

2 The CT 130 in a rectangular instead of square version 

in size 120 x 70 cm. The combination of the white 

lacquered table top and the walnut frame adds a 

particularly fresh and contemporary feel.

3 A completely different look using almost the same 

components. The white lacquered table top 

beautifully highlights the central wooden feature. 

The two 70 x 70 cm table tops offer plenty of 

space.

 Version: core walnut, white lacquer
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Version: white lacquer, core walnut

Umistakably natural accents.

wood finishes. Featured in the centre of a white lacquered 

table top, it draws the eye to the elegant frame. On a wooden 

table top, it perfectly underlines the beautiful material.

The CT 130 coffee table offers a distinctively attractive 

characteristic: the all-round “belt”, which is shown at its best 

in a different finish to the table top. It is available in different 

Living rooms

A simply unbelievable coffee table concept! The 100 cm 

square coffee table or the 120 cm by 80 cm rectangular 

version will be the centrepiece of your living room. The 

lower surface comes in white lacquer, brown-black lacquer, 

light brown ash, core walnut, natural oak and amberwood, 

the top one in white lacquer, brown-black lacquer, grey 

lacquer or cocoa lacquer. The tabletop can be adjusted to 

any height and even be pushed aside. Underneath, there 

is a practical compartment, which can even be fitted with 

interior lighting if required.

A valuable all-rounder for the living room. 
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Version: solid structured beechCT 120

CT 120 Version: solid walnut

1

21 An interesting design feature! The CT 120 is optionally 

available with a drawer the size of the entire table top. 

Underneath the bronzed glass, beautiful objects can 

be displayed to great effect on the veneered drawer 

shelf. 

2 Less is more! The CT 120 with its clean and simple 

lines and the solid wood frame provides a stunning 

visual impact even without the drawer. Available 

in 70 x 70 cm, 90 x 90 cm or – as a slightly larger 

version – in 120 x 70 cm.

Version: white lacquer, black lacquered glassCT 110 CT 110

1 2

Version:  cherrywood gold, black lacquered glassCT 110

3

Living rooms

Cocooning, the retreat to privacy, is a young, upcoming 

trend. Many people also like the distinctive, steeped in 

tradition German “Gemütlichkeit” (cosy atmosphere). 

hülsta’s coffee tables CT 120 and CT 130 take a fresh 

approach with an appealing design. Typical hülsta.

Invitation for a relaxed get-together. A question of style. On several levels.

to float, defying gravity, whilst the beautifully clean and 

simple lines of the coffee tables are irresistibly attractive.  

hülsta coffee tables feature an uncompromisingly clear, 

puristic and intelligent design. The different levels seem 

1 The CT 110 matches your individual requirements. The lower table top can be 

supplied in white or sand lacquer, natural oak, light brown ash, cherrywood 

gold and core walnut; the upper table top is available in black, grey, sand or 

white lacquered glass.

2 Square or rectangular – your choice. In both cases, the pair of table tops 

are equal in size: 70 x 70 cm, 90 x 90 cm or 120 x 70 cm.

3   A fl exible alternative: instead of the fi xed 35 cm high version, we also offer the 

CT 110 with step-less height adjustment from 40 to 55 cm height. A manual 

lever underneath the upper table top allows easy height adjustment.

Version: natural oak, 

white lacquered glass
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Table top:  white lacquered glass

Revolving drawer:  walnut

Lower table top:  white lacquer 

supported by a high-gloss chrome frame

CT 90

2
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Table top:  white lacquered glass

Revolving drawer:  structured beech

Lower table top:  white lacquer 

supported by a high-gloss chrome frame

CT 90

Square or rectangular: the 45.0 cm 

high CT 10 is available in 70 x 70, 

90 x 90 and 120 x 70 cm. The upper 

table top is available in wood, sand 

or white rear-lacquered glass, in 

clear glass, satinized or stained 

glass. The lower table top is always 

made from wood.

CT 10 Version:  cherrywood gold

CT 10 Version: natural maple

Living rooms

Some objects are so interesting when it comes to their 

shape, the material used or the way they have been made, 

that you simply cannot stop looking at them. They would 

normally be found in an art gallery – or possibly now in your 

living room.

Coffee table or piece of art?

1 A fabulous idea – the revolving drawer (now optionally available with 

LED lighting) of the coffee table offers ample storage behind beautiful 

structured beech. Also available with a black, brown-black, sand, white, 

cream, grey or cocoa lacquered upper glass table top without revolving 

drawer.

2 This coffee table, available with white, black, brown-black, sand, cream, 

grey or cocoa rear-lacquered glass top, gives the impression of being a 

beautiful mirror. The practical walnut revolving drawer cleverly hides bits 

and pieces that you do not want to see.

A coffee table can be anything, a functional asset in the 

design of the living room or an extravagant central highlight. 

All tables shown however have one thing in common: they 

are perfect down to the last detail.

The heart of the living room.


